
ON TARGET 
	  

BULLET-IN (newsstuff) 
 

GAME COUNCIL ABOLITION AND 
HUNTING IN STATE FORESTS 

 
Following the unilateral and unwarranted decision 
by the Premier shut down the Game Council and 
suspend hunting in State Forests, we have been 
working to have the situation restored as quickly as 
possible.  
Mr O’Farrell’s move exposed him as being 
untrustworthy and a person who doesn’t keep his 
word. Following intense representations from 
Robert Brown, in Parliament this week the Minister 
for Primary Industries, Ms Katrina Hodgkinson 
outlined the latest situation and we include here 
part of her answer in Parliament.  
 
“Ms KATRINA HODGKINSON: It is our intention 
to restore volunteer hunting in State forests to 
control feral animals as quickly as possible, and in 
a manner that is as similar as possible to the 
previous procedures. This risk assessment process 
work is underway and will directly inform how and 
when hunting for game and feral animals in State 
forests can restart.” 
 
We will keep pressing for a quick resumption of 
conservation hunting in State Forests and the 
reconstitution of the game unit as the operational 
arm of the new Game.  

Reprinted from the newsletter from Robert Brown 
and Robert Borsak MLC - 29 August 2013 
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APERTURE (the editors view) 
 
The following was reprinted from Sporting Shooter + 
Shooting News website; 
 
“A Harvard University study has that found the more 
guns a country has, the less crime it will suffer with 
statistics that show increases in crime where gun 
control has been implemented. 
 
It’s not breaking news, but there’s some interesting 
reading from a United States newspaper that has 
published 18 facts including Harvard’s study. 
 
In its article, the Right Side News included a statistic 
that shows Australian gun crimes rose after the gun 
reforms of 1996 among its list that shows increasing 
control over firearm ownership and continuing to 
penalise law abiding firearms owners does not solve 
the gun crime issue.” 

http://www.sportingshootermag.com.au/news/harva
rd-more-guns-less-crime  

Too voluminous to repeat here, the 18 ‘facts’ make 
some very good points. Naturally there is a strong 
bias toward the USA but there are also comparisons 
with Australia, the UK and other European nations. 
As an example; 
 
“#15 In Australia, gun murders increased by about 
19 per cent and armed robberies increased by about 
69 per cent after a gun ban was instituted.” 
 
 It’s an interesting read ………………………………………...Sf 
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SHOT TO BITZ 

The Cooyal Whiskey Shoot in August 
again saw pretty good shooting weather, still cold, 
clear and not much wind to speak of. 
We had nine shooters for the match, and also John, a 
visitor, who came on Saturday, to try BPCR. It was 
also a pleasure to see Luke Dignam (aka 
Mississippi), one of our junior BRAA members, 
shooting the match with his 40-70 straight Shiloh 
Sharps rifle. The Saturday match was shot as 
programmed being 700 yds followed by 500 yds and 
300 yds (off-hand). The 900 yd event was shot on 
Sunday morning followed by the Quigley Bucket 
event. 

As is normal practice, the match was shot in 2 
details with the non-shooters being range officers, 
spotters and assisting with the scoring. Kellie 
admirably carried out spotting and assisted Jim and 
Brad alternatively with score keeping.  

Jim’s now famous all singing – all dancin’ electronic-
on-screen-picture-taking-thingo with all the electric-
ery stuff performed fantastically well, so no more lies 
can be told and any arguments settled quickly with a 
baseball bat. 

The match started with the 700 yd event and the 
best result was Jim (Wounded Knees) on 28 points 
(8.2). Closest rivals were Mike (Kodiak) on 26 (8.1) 
and four others in the 20’s . Check out Gavin’s light. 

 

Gavin’s ‘light’ - Is this divine intervention? 

We moved up to the 500 yd mark and reversed the 
squads, as is normal practice. Scores improved as it 
always does when some of us old-farts can actually 
see the target. I (Sugarfoot), scored a 38 (10.4), 
wonders will never cease, but I wasn’t alone there 
’cause Mike, Gavin and Gary (Chris Madsen) were all 
right there on 36. Three others were also in the 30’s. 

The light was still OK for the 300 yd off-hand shoot, 
so no excuses. Mike blitzed us with a 28 (8.2) and I  
(Sf) followed up with a 26 (8.1). Gavin was only 1 
behind at 25 (7.2) 

 

 

Target? .. What Target? .. Where is it? 

The 900 yds was shot on Sunday morning in 
similar weather. Gavin scooped the pool with 
18(6.0) followed by Gary with 16(4.2) and 
Andrew on 15(5.0). I refuse to discuss my result! 

Position  Name   Score 

1 Mike (Kodiak) Fahey  128           
2 Gavin (J B Books) Dignam  104           
3 Jim (Wounded Knees) Skyrm     91          
4 Paul (Sugarfoot) Radin     87          
5  Andrew (Quigley) Tuft      83       

Quigley Bucket 

Well we all lined up and drew lots for a turn at 
the Quigley Bucket. Manufactured by Mike in the 
traditional style, it was only fitting that he was 
the one to shoot the bucket to bits. No mean feat 
at about 350 yds off hand, you can hardly see it. 
Well done Mike. 

 

Bucket Busters 

The un-shot bucket will become a perpetual 
trophy with successful shooters recorded on it 
for posterity.  



ON THE LINE 
There are no revisions to the calendar dates this 
month so keep them in the diary.     

August 23/24/25 – Cooyal (7-5-3-9) 
September 27/28/29 Nioka – plus AGM 
October 25/26/27 – Cooyal (6-4-2-8) 
November 22/23/24 – Cooyal + Special Event *→  
 
Coming up! 

The Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia 
Inc. invites you to attend The Thirteenth 
Annual Billy Dixon Long Range Single Shot 
Rifle Shoot. 

The oldest Continuous Long Range event for Buffalo 
Rifles of the old west held in Australia and is the 
signature event of the Buffalo Rifle Association of 
Australia. 

On Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th Sept. 2013 

To take place at Nioka ½ Hours Drive from Manilla 
NSW.  Nioka is a rural property and the Range, 
which is part of the property, is a NSW Firearms 
Registry approved Range. To find the range, head 
towards Boggabri past Wongo Creek and Rangari. 
The property and range is visible from the Road 

Rough camping for tents, caravans etc will be 
available from Friday afternoon. The facilities are 
adequate and improving annually. There are several 
pit toilets, hot showers and a BBQ. A BBQ dinner on 
Saturday night and a hot cooked breakfast on 
Saturday morning and Sunday morning is included 
in your fees but you will need to bring all your lunch 
vittles with you and your Friday night meal if you 
are arriving early. 

Please come in your appropriate clothing as this is a 
character shoot and NOTE that entry to the property 
is only by this invitation once you have applied in 
writing on the accompanying sheet, been accepted 
and paid your entry fees of $75.00 per shooter and 
$25.00 per accompanying person. Kids under 12 
free. 

The fees which you must send to Bill Sherman 
Secretary Treasurer BRAA together with the 
application on the attached form (Note Changed 
address) are to cover the Range Fees, organisation,  
Dinner,  Breakfasts,  facilities and trophies.  

As before the sharing of appropriate rifles is 
permitted and if you will be sharing your rifle or a 
friends just let me know so we can squad you 
separately. The order of events will be Buff on 
Saturday and Creedmoor Sunday.  

Look forward to seeing you. 

Chris Madsen - President BRAA - Legendary Soldier, 
Legionnaire, Indian fighter, Rough Rider and Deputy 
US Marshall, aka Sydney Duck SASS# 26098      
(BSAE …Sf) 

  
Special Event* 
This year sees the 100th Anniversary of the Cooyal 
Rifle Club. The CRC has a great history, which we will 
be celebrating in November. 

Whilst planning is still very much in the early stages, 
it is expected that the most likely date for the event 
will coincide with our scheduled November Whiskey 
shoot, ie Nov. 23-24. 

First thoughts are that we would shoot a modified 
BPCR match on Saturday, encouraging the Service 
Rifle and Hunting Groups to try out BPCR. The 
Service Rifle and Hunting Groups would conduct a 
match on Sunday reciprocating with the BRAA 
shooters. Naturally Black Powder or Smokeless 
Propellants are the order of the day, in all events. If 
you shoot both disciplines this is your chance to 
shine. 

The celebration lends itself to cowboy style and 
military style dress-ups, on-site lunches and dinners, 
refreshments (once the guns are put away), and may 
even get BRAA some much-needed press. 

So at this stage plan to be there for what should be a 
great weekend. And if you have any thoughts or 
ideas regarding the format etc. please send them to 
your BRAA committee. 

CLASSIFIEDS (No advertising fee) 

For Sale 

Colt Lightening in 44-40 Cal. Carbine manufactured 
1887 in good condition. 
…………………..…………….$1,500 Contact Gary 
Vandersluis on 0418 270 968 

 

Wanted 

I found and bought a 45.70 Marlin lever gun from 
‘usedguns’ only to learn later that two other club 
members have one for sale. Moral of the story? … 
don’t be impatient!  

But let me know if you want to sell something. 

And I’m now looking for a reasonably HD press – 
condition doesn’t matter, I’m reasonably handy 
when it comes to fixing things. 

Swap 

Why don’t we have a swap meet at the next Cooyal 
Match in October? 

Most of us shooters have a garage full of stuff we 
don’t use anymore, so why not bring it along. One 
man’s trash is another man’s treasure. 

Give me some feedback if you think it’s a good idea. 



	   BISON TALES   
 
No bedtime stories this month, but we have a great 
‘story’ from Gavin (J B Books) about melting lead – 
and apologies to Gav, for not only changing the name 
of his article last month but I got the spelling of his 
alias wrong – unforgivable………Sf 
 
CAST-asides    Part 2 Melting Lead 
 

Back to the furnace!  So, you’ve decided to have 
a go at casting and now you have to melt metal. 
Buying your lead pot or furnace can be quite a 
challenge and there are a myriad of choices. 

While I started off with a bottom pour, electric 
furnace years ago, I was predominantly casting for 
short, stumpy pistol bullets at the time. For this 
purpose, a bottom pour pot can be a real asset but 
for large caliber, long bullets for use in either BPCR 
or long range shoots, it is generally accepted that a 
‘ladle pour’ method produces the consistently better 
result. There are exceptions to the rule but they are 
just that. 

So armed with that information we have a few 
options. If you already have a 9kg gas bottle and 
regulator hose, you can purchase a cast iron burner 
frame from BBQ Galore or your local camping shop 
and at the same time pick up a small cast iron pot 
that is a minimum of 6” in diameter and similar 
depth. This will hold a substantial amount of metal 
and the depth assists in two ways by first helping 
maintain a constant temperature and secondly 
having sufficient depth to allow the ladle to be fully 
immersed during the casting session.  You’ll also 
need a casting thermometer to accurately monitor 
your melt temperatures. Whilst I have not 
personally melted lead this way, I know a few that 
have and had great results from their first ever 
session.  So it can and does work. 

The more common method is to purchase a 
commercial electric lead furnace of around 20 lbs or 
more capacity.  The smaller pots just don’t lend 
themselves to ladle casting, as the opening is too 
small and you use up the mix fairly quickly.  If you 
already have a lead pot but it is currently a bottom 
pour, one can remove the flow control spigot and all 
the pivoting arms and then install a small self-
tapping screw into the spout from the inside. The pot 
will never again be a bottom pour…but it’s an 
inexpensive way of adapting what you already have. 
I did this with my Lee Pro 4 20 and it’s still going. 

Probably the least expensive furnace to 
purchase would be the Lee Pro 4 20 and then 
convert it to a ladle pour via the method I just 
described. Lee also makes the Magnum Melter for 
ladle pour only but at this writing is only produced 
in 110v. If you have a transformer that will allow up 
to 1000w, then hop on the Internet and see how you 
go.   

………….cont.  

 
Lyman made the Mag Dipper, now discontinued 

but you may pick up old stock if you hunt around. 
Lyman also make the Big Dipper, which is only a 
10lb furnace, but it is cheap and may be enough to 
‘get your feet wet’ anyway.  Personally I think it’s too 
small and looks suspiciously like it came from the 
Lee factory anyway. 

Lyman have a new bottom pour pot coming out 
called the Lyman Mag 25 but once again, you’d have 
to remove all the apparatus, an expensive 
experiment at best. The RCBS Pro Melt is a great pot 
but very expensive over here and not much cheaper 
in the U.S.A. It’s a dedicated bottom pour and a little 
pricey to cannibalise for the ladle. 

 WAAGE pots are another option.  Rated as a 25 
lb pot for ladle pour, they can be ordered direct from 
WAAGE or through Buffalo Arms Co of Sandpoint ID. 
Currently listed a US$243. 

        That will do for now. If you’ve already got a pot… 
then it’s all good, if not, I hope this diatribe may give 
you some insight into what some of your options are.  

“See you when the sights are down” … J.B.  

Thanks J.B. ..… and if anyone has something to add 
feel free, as I said last month this is an open forum. 
 
 
GUNSMITH 
 

 
 
What’s this??? 
 
“I've devised an attachment for my resizing press to 
enable it to be used for stepped bullet sizing.” 
 
Find out next month when Mike (Kodiak) Fahey tells 
you how. 
 
See you all at Nioka for the Billy Dixon and BRAA 
Annual General Meeting and don’t forget to send 
the attached Application Form. Revised Rules are 
also attached. 

………………. Sf 
 


